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Chapter 1935
After George finished speaking, a smile appeared on his face.

Seeing this smile, Grandpa Lihuo suddenly opened his pupils, and Fang Buddha saw
something terrible.

Yes, it was terrible, because as far as Grandpa Yu Liehu was concerned, what he saw
was not George’s smile, but… a smile from the god of death.

He only felt his scalp numb, and the goose bumps on his body suddenly violent.

At this moment, George suddenly clenched the long sword in his hand, and then pointed
at him and slowly opened it!

Under the sword, fire, power surge!

The whole ground also throbbed and trembled!

In the entire midair, due to the vibration of the Nine Heavens Profound Fire, the mapped
light blue at this time, and the audience below opened their eyes in horror.

Because at this time, they were fortunate enough to witness this devastating blow.

“Give it back to you!” George shouted. Above the jade sword, Wan Jun Nine Heavens
Profound Fire condensed into a beam of light and hit Grandpa Liehuo.

Looking at the Nine Heavens Profound Fire he used often, turning around and attacking
him, Grandpa Lihuo knew that the trend was over!

He lost, not only lost the game, lost dignity, but also lost his life!

Facing such a thunderous blow of George, he was unable to retreat, and was
unstoppable. He could do nothing but wait for death!

boom! ! ! !

As the fire pillar passed, Grandpa Lihuo’s figure was immediately swallowed by the
fire…

“What, this…this…how is this possible?” From the far stand, Ye Gucheng’s face was
pale, and he couldn’t help but stagger a few times. The whole person looked at this
horrible scene in horror.



The spiritual master’s hands trembled slightly, even though the expression on his face
was insensitive, but his heart could be described as turbulent.

At this time, above the barrier, time stopped.

The 300 seconds counted down, and finally stayed at 60 seconds.

The bright red and icy numbers were as sharp as the anti-buddha, not only inserted into
the hearts of Xian Lingshi Tai and Ye Gucheng, but also inserted into the hearts of
everyone present.

Defeat Grandpa Lihuo in five minutes.

He really did it!

He really did something that made everyone unthinkable and even laughable.

The whole scene, whether outside or inside the hall, was dead silent at this time.

Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng even forgot his own breathing, opened his mouth, eyes widened,
and stared at the table.

One minute, two minutes.

Even ten minutes! !

At the scene, no one made a sound, and no one looked away from George.

“Mysterious man, awesome!!”

Jianghu Baixiaosheng suddenly reflected, and the whole person subconsciously
shouted angrily!

“boom!!”

The scene suddenly exploded!

“Mysterious man, you are so fucking awesome, even if you won two games and ruining
my family, I must tell you today, you are so fucking awesome!”

“Fuck, I thought you were bragging about defeating Grandpa Lihuo within five minutes. I
didn’t expect you to be such a fucking bull, a mysterious person, I took it, I took it
completely.

“Damn, mysterious person, you are so fucking perverted that you are not a human being.
Grandpa Fire is in front of you and can’t even catch a trick. Although I also hate you for
letting me lose money, but from today on On the Bafang rivers and lakes, I recognize
you as a person.”



“Mysterious people, it is said that young people are not frivolous, but I have never seen
you so crazy, but crazy and capable guys, kind, and good guys.”

“Mysterious man, there must be your legend in the Octagonal world. In five minutes,
Grandpa Blazing will become your dead soul under the sword. This matter will be
passed on forever!”

At this time, a group of people stood up and shouted angrily. After George completed
the five-minute vow, many people present simply turned to George’s side.

For anyone, George’s five minutes is truly a masterpiece.

Before the game, no one would believe such nonsense, and even these words would
have no other effect besides causing laughter and contempt.

After all, Grandpa Lihuo is too famous. A person who can compete with the masters of
the Eight Desolation Realm, and who can beat him with confidence? Let alone five
minutes.

Therefore, this kind of remarks have gone mad, and turned into a cowhide to the sky.

But who would have thought, he just did it.

At this moment, in the attic of the building, the dark shadow smiled slightly and couldn’t
help clapping his hands, “Fun, interesting, and really interesting.”

After speaking, he dropped the jaw-dropping Ao Jun, turned and left.

Ao Jun was stunned. If he hadn’t seen it with his own eyes, it would be really hard for
him to believe that there are still people in this world who can perform such operations
against the sky.

That’s Grandpa Lihuo! That’s it…It’s just like a novice player, who was turned into a fan
with one blow.

This is really horrible!

Somewhere outside the temple, at this time, an old Taoist fell on the pole of the tree.
The whole person was already blushing. The drink called Lingding was drunk. At this
time, the family saw him picking up his gourd and raised his head. After drinking a big
sip of wine, he smiled graciously: “You can teach a child, you can teach a child.”

If someone pays attention, it was discovered that although this old Tao is lying on the
tree pole, the whole body is actually the slightest distance from the tree pole.

If someone measured it again, he would be even more surprised to find that this gap, the
distance between the old man, is the distance of a hair, not more than a moment, not a
bit!



Chapter 1936
“George, too strong, too strong, you are really too strong.”

When he stepped off the stage, Jianghu Baixiaosheng rushed over to greet George.
George had won, and he seemed to be more happy than he had won.

“How is it? Is the reputation enough now?” George smiled slightly.

“Enough! How could it not be enough?! Tonight’s game, it was a lot of attention, not only
the outside and inside the hall were full of spectators, but even the windows of the
pavilions upstairs were opened a lot.” Happy Road.

“The pavilion?” George looked back. In addition to the main hall, the Qishan Hall had
guest halls on both sides. It was three stories high and had 72 guest rooms and more
than 80 disciples’ rooms.

Among them, each guest room is a thousand square meters, luxuriously decorated,
mainly the rooms of Happo Juxiong. There are gardens, small pools and other
decorations on both sides of the rooms to ensure that the distance between every two
rooms is at least ten meters away, such as the same room.

“There are two more floors above each row. In the Qishan Temple, this is called the
Tiandi Attic. Naturally, because it is stepping on others, it is better to be superior. There
are 20 seats on it, which is basically It’s the Octagonal World, a big family ranked in the
top 20 in strength, or a martial sect.” Bai Xiaosheng laughed.

“On this, they want to watch the game, they only need to open the window, and they can
be condescending. However, most of the time, their big family or martial arts don’t
bother to watch the ranking battle at all, but George, you But tonight, almost half of the
windows of these twenty attics were opened in a panic.”

“So, you are now not only recognized by the public, but even in the eyes of many
bigwigs, you are considered to be in the line of sight.” Jianghu Baixiaosheng said.

Before the game, when George came up with this plan, Bai Xiaosheng really thought he
was crazy.

Even in such a few moments, Bai Xiaosheng wanted to simply leave, because with such
a madman, let alone doing a great cause, it is very likely that he will lose his life
inexplicably at any time.

But Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng considered that George had saved himself, so he simply
sacrificed his life to accompany the gentleman, but he did not expect and believe in
George to accompany him.

But George slapped him in the face soon.



Of course, for Bai Xiaosheng, this kind of face slap is too cool, and it is understandable
to have more.

Back in the house, Bai Xiao was born and poured tea to George. Amelia couldn’t help
but let out a sigh of relief when she saw it. She didn’t need to ask any more, and she had
already learned from the performance of Bai Xiaosheng. I know that George won.

Amelia was about to speak, but at this time, there was a soft knock on the door.

Amelia got up, and just opened the door, she was taken aback by the stranger who was
facing him, but when her gaze was placed on the sign on the person’s chest, she was
shocked.

The person here is a middle-aged uncle, with a long yin and yang anger, and a face with
rouge and gouache on his face. He looks like a man, and has a taste of a ladyboy, but
there is an eight-point beard on his mouth. How people look at each other.

As soon as he opened the door, he was not polite. Before Amelia spoke, he walked in
directly on his own, followed by two servants.

“Who is the mysterious person.”

Obviously, he saw George and asked knowingly, raising his face and arrogantly.

George didn’t want to care, but Jianghu Baixiaosheng hurriedly touched George’s arm
and whispered to remind him that this was an opportunity.

“I am, why is it so expensive?” George stood up and looked back at the visitor.

“My name is Lu Yongcheng. When you hear my name, you should know, who am I?”
The middle-aged man smiled slightly, his eyes raised higher than anything.

“He is the captain of the garrison at the top of the Blue Mountain.” Amelia knew
George’s character too much, and replied in his words. With regard to the attitude of a
middle-aged person, even if he knew George, he would say that he did not know him.

But Amelia knew that George couldn’t say that because of the identity of the other party.

This is the high official of the Blue Mountain. What is the Blue Mountain? No matter
whether he helps his family fall or not, he is the strongest family that is stable.

Naturally, the high official at the top of the Blue Mountain is also a heavyweight in the
Bafang World.

“Oh, what’s the matter?” George said indifferently, and sat back down again.



Seeing George’s attitude, Lu Yongcheng was upset. He was always the only one who
looked down on people. After all, as long as he opened his mouth, who wouldn’t sell his
face in all directions.

But George was fine, with a look of disapproval, which made him very angry.

However, he had something to come, suppressing his anger, and said: “You performed
well on stage today, and the captain also looks at you very much, so it is here to give
you the good news.”

After speaking, he directly took out a token from his hand and threw it in front of George:
“This is my military order on the top of the Blue Mountain. With it, you will naturally be
the man on the top of my Blue Mountain.”

After speaking, he clapped his hands gently, and the two servants immediately placed
the two plates they were holding on George’s table.

Pulling open the red cloth on top, there is a red card on one side, and three tiny bottles
of exquisiteness on the other.

“There are one hundred thousand amethysts in the card, and three bottles of my
unworldly secret pills on the top of the Blue Mountain.” After speaking, the middle-aged
man salivated on the ground disdainfully, not wanting to talk nonsense with George, so
he turned around. go away.

“Wait a minute.” At this moment, George stopped Lu Yongcheng, then, smiling
disdainfully, threw the token directly over: “Who told you that I want to be your dog on
the top of the Blue Mountains? Take it. Get your things out of me!”

When the two servants heard this, they were scared when they saw George glaring at
them, and hurriedly took the two dishes back.

“Mysterious man, this is an invitation from the top of the Blue Mountains, how dare you
refuse?” Lu Yongcheng turned his head incredibly, anger and shock surged into his
heart at the same time.

With the reputation of the top of the Blue Mountains, who in this world dares to refuse?
Is it too late for them to be happy? It’s not even an exaggeration to say that many
people’s ancestors smoked, and they may not get this kind of opportunity.

But this guy actually refused!

“Say it again, take your things and get out immediately!” George shouted angrily.

“Okay, mystery man, you are really guilty of ambition, you dare to refuse me, okay, I’m
going, I’m going, don’t regret it!” After speaking, the middle-aged man turned around
furiously to leave.



“and many more!”

George spoke again. When the middle-aged man heard this, he couldn’t help but stop,
his mouth suddenly chuckled: “Why? Afraid? Changed his mind?”

“You forgot to take something.” George coldly looked at the saliva that Lu Yongcheng
spit on the ground, the meaning couldn’t be more obvious.

Chapter 1937
As soon as these words came out, Amelia and Jianghu Baixiaosheng were
dumbfounded and dumbfounded.

They would have thought that George dared to take away the saliva spit on the ground
in front of the captain of the garrison at the top of the Blue Mountain.

What is take away, isn’t it just wiped off?

Don’t say that George has never done it here, even if it is in the Lu family, except for the
patron who can humiliate himself so badly, when has Lu Yongcheng been so badly
treated? !

Lu Yongcheng’s eyes were full of anger, and he looked at George furiously: “What are
you talking about? What kind of shit do you think you are? I’ll give you a chance to take
back what you just said, otherwise…”

As soon as the voice fell, Lu Yongcheng’s aura suddenly increased. Since his body has
been around one meter, the cold is now pressing.

Amelia saw that the momentum was already drawn, and hurriedly wanted to dissuade
George.

At this time, George’s energy has also increased sharply. He naturally remembered
Amelia’s hatred against the blue mountain top, so how could he give this group of
people a good face?

“Who is he? He is a guest of my immortal sea!”

At this moment, a soft drink came, and at the door, Ao Yong walked in with a few
servants from the Immortal Sea.

“Ao Yong?” Lu Yongcheng was not surprised by the arrival of Ao Yong. George fought
an astonishing battle, and his fame was spread. Naturally, both families would compete:
“Huh, why, he is yours?”

“Not now, but I believe it will happen soon.” Ao Yong smiled softly, walked in front of
George, and said with a smile: “This brother, my name is Ao Yong, the director of



Yongsheng Sea, who is under the control of my Patriarch. My destiny, I invite you to the
wing room. As long as the brothers are willing to go, if anyone is disrespectful to you, it is
disrespectful to the immortal sea.”

Hearing this, Lu Yongcheng sneered and said coldly, “After doing it for a long time,
some people turned out to be affectionate. If others didn’t promise you, they licked their
faces and said that they are your distinguished guests. Reject, I see where you put that
old face in the eternal waters.”

After that, Lu Yongcheng couldn’t leave. He was so stupid that he couldn’t even look
down on the top of the Blue Mountain, so how could he look down on his immortal sea? !

“Lead the way.”

Just when Lu Yongcheng was ready to watch the show, George unexpectedly agreed.

Lu Yongcheng suddenly became angry: “Mysterious man, what do you mean? Reject
me on the top of the Blue Mountains, but agree to the immortal sea? I advise you to
think carefully, otherwise, you will be at your own risk.”

Openly rejected Blue Mountain, but immediately promised immortality. If this spreads,
the reputation of the Blue Mountain will be damaged.

“Oh, after doing it for a long time, someone was rejected, it’s funny and interesting.” Ao
Yong laughed, and then said to George, “Please!”

“By the way, you two stay at the door to protect the families of the distinguished guests.
If you find someone to retaliate, you can issue a beacon at any time, and the people in
my immortal waters will come out, immortal, endlessly!”

After leaving a word, Ao Yong led George out of the room.

What Ao Yong said was clearly addressed to Lu Yongcheng.

“Yes!”

Lu Yongcheng’s angry face was red and blue, and his subordinates were bickering.
Naturally, it was not a big deal for the two big families, but if he had to tear his face
openly, it was obviously not that time, he had the right to do so.

Thinking about it, he led people away in desperation.

As Ao Yong walked all the way towards the Tiandi Attic, George suddenly stopped and
looked on the ring. A familiar and beautiful figure was fighting on the stage at this time.

“Brother, what’s the matter?” Seeing George stop, Ao Yong couldn’t help quietly caring.



“Oh, it’s okay.” George came back to his senses and smiled: “By the way, Director Ao, I
actually have something to ask next.”

“You are a distinguished guest of the Patriarch. If you ask, just ask.”

“I heard that the medical sage Wang Yanzhi is also in the immortal sea, I don’t know if
you can introduce it later?” George said.

In fact, this is the real reason why he didn’t reject the immortal waters. The most
important thing for him to come to the competition was to ask Wang Chuzhi to save Han
Nian.

“Brother, do you want to get to know the King of Medicine Sage?” Ao Yong is also a
human spirit, and now, he immediately understood the reason why George refused the
top of the Blue Mountain and agreed to the immortal sea.

This made him feel less suspicious about George.

“Exactly.” George said.

Ao Yong smiled: “Little things.”

George nodded, followed Ao Yong, and quickly walked to the attic on the right side of
Hengdian.

The high building occupies the second and two floors, with luxurious decoration and
style. In the center of the hall, a large table with dragons and phoenixes, with jade plates
and golden bowls on top, has already been filled with a table full of good feasts.

In the position of guest of honor, a middle-aged man, sitting in a jeopardy position, a
powerful aura, quietly spreading from the inside out, making people feel a powerful
pressure just standing in front of him.

Ao Yong walked quickly to his side and whispered a few words in his ear. After hearing
this, the middle-aged man was taken aback, and finally nodded with a smile: “Since the
distinguished guest is going to see the medical saint, you can ask him to come over and
accompany him. !”

Chapter 1938
Ao Yong nodded, got up, and said to George: “Your Excellency, please sit down, this is
my patriarch Ao Tian in the eternal sea area.” After that, he leaned slightly and backed
out.

“Take down Grandpa Lihuo in five minutes. It’s really a hero, brother, sit down.” Ao Tian
smiled slightly.



“This is the green sea spring on the top of my eternal life. This is the best wine, a good
man, taste it.” After speaking, the maid standing inside hurried up and poured a glass for
George.

George didn’t drink, but his eyes kept rolling towards the door. Ao Tian smiled slightly,
as if he could see through George’s thoughts, and said: “If you want to taste wine,
people will naturally come.”

George smiled, no nonsense, raised his head and drank the wine.

“You want to seek the help of Wang Yanzhi, the saint of medicine, don’t you?” Ao Tian
also said lightly and asked aloud.

“Yes!” George said.

“He is my old friend.” Ao Tian also stopped smiling suddenly, looked at George, and said
with a serious face: “If we are on the same boat, naturally, your business is mine.”

At this moment, there were rapid steps at the door, and a moment later, an old man with
white hair but an arrogant fairy wind walked in accompanied by Ao Yong.

Although it seems that he is old, he still walks fast, and feels a bit old and healthy.

“Brother Wang, you are here, come, please sit down, by the way, let me introduce to you,
this…” Ao Tian suddenly smiled when he saw the old man coming.

“Hehe, just this mask, the old man knows who he is, after all, although the old man is old,
don’t be confused, the mysterious grandfather is breaking the flames, who doesn’t know
this situation?” The old man smiled slightly and gently Sit down and looked at George.

“Xiongtai, this one is the medical saint Wang Yuzhi you are looking for.” Ao Tian smiled
lightly and introduced.

George nodded, but Wang Suzhi smiled sadly at this time, and said, “I don’t know what
the old man is looking for, this little brother?”

“I want to ask you to save someone.” George said.

“Save who?” Wang Chuanzhi said nonchalantly. With his medical skills, there are no
people in the world that he can’t save. Therefore, George’s request is nothing but a
trivial matter for him. The only difficulty lies in whether he wants to save it or not.

“A person who has been hit by the broken bone chasing the soul, may I ask the medical
sage, do you have a way?” George said eagerly.

Hearing Broken Bone Chase Soul Powder, the indifferent Medical Sage King eased him.
At this time, there was obviously a trace of panic in his eyes, but after a while, he forcibly
calmed down and drank to hide his previous panic: It’s a forbidden medicine in all



directions, and it is impossible for the world of all directions to have such a strange
poison.”

George frowned, the medical saint king’s slow performance, and he was suddenly a little
confused. He really didn’t understand why he had panic in his eyes when he mentioned
Broken Bone Chasing Soul!

Amelia once said that this broken bone chasing soul powder has disappeared for many
years, and now in the world, only Wang Shuzhi has the ability to create and detoxify,
could it be…

This thing came from him? !

Just when George was suspicious, at this time, Ao Tian on the side smiled and said,
“But Brother Wang, since this brother wants you, this poison must exist. Do you have a
way to save it?”

“Hehe, there is no poison in the world that can’t be solved by old age.” Wang Suzhi said
confidently.

Hearing this, Ao Tian let out a sigh of relief, looked at George, and said, “How? Brother,
since Brother Wang can already need your needs, then our business…”

At this moment, Wang Yanzhi followed Ao Tian’s gaze again and looked at George.
George was frowning and thinking, his hands were slightly interlocking with each other
subconsciously. The whole person’s expression suddenly freezes, and the next second,
his eyes are full of anger.

Under the table, Wang Yanzhi’s hand clenched even more fiercely.

George was thinking about it, but didn’t notice at all. Wang Suzhi was staring at the ring
on his right hand with a cannibalistic gaze.

Naturally, George didn’t want to be embarrassed with these people, but Han Nian’s
situation is running out of time, so George can’t help but refuse.

George also wanted to stay with this group for the time being, and when Han Nian’s
toxin was relieved, he left by himself.

But just when George was about to nod his head, at this moment, Wang Shuzhi stood
up.

“The Immortal Sea is a big family in the world in all directions. It is well-known in the
world. No one can join if they want to join.” Wang Shuzhi smiled softly and said coldly at
this time.



Obviously, Ao Tian didn’t know Wang Chuanzhi’s actions beforehand. At this time, he
looked at Wang Chuanzhi in a puzzled manner. This Laozi wanted to recruit talents.
What do you mean by that? !

At the moment when Ao Tian was strange, Wang Wanzhi shook his hand, and a strange
red and green paper appeared in his hand.

“You don’t know where you come from, to show your sincerity, before you join, please
sign this natural poisonous life and death book.”

“Tiandu Life and Death Book?” Ao Tian was even more confused. The Ao family had
never adopted such rules. What exactly did Wang Wanzhi do?!
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